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Can journalists 

express opinions?

Using VIA to analyze journalism that argues

(And arguments that aren’t journalism)  

VIA

Business reporter Rick Santelli, live from trading floor

VIAble?

Santellinormal.wmv
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VIAble?

Business reporter Rick Santelli, live from trading floor

santellinuts.wmv

Four questions
1. How do you tell the difference between straight 

news reporting and opinion journalism?

2. Why should you care which is which?

3. What is the value of opinion journalism?

4. How do you tell the difference between 

opinion journalism and mere

partisan assertion?

VIA
It’s all still 

journalism
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VIA
Except

when it isn’t

Last week’s Quick Quiz

1. The News Drivers are: Importance, Prominence, Human 

interest, Conflict, Change, Proximity, Timeliness, Magnitude, 

Relevance.

2. Editorial judgment and the Audience also decide what’s news

 Has there ever been a story that managed to hit all 10 news 

drivers?                                                             − Tom Wimmers

 Just because our brains pay more attention to the bad news, 

does this mean the news corporations aren’t going to post as 

much good news? … Bad news reflects negatively on a society 

or economy. − Rasheequr Rahman

 Do editors sometimes make a conscious effort to give the 

audience what it needs even if it may be unpopular?                                            

− Joseph Gallagher

Your questions and comments … 

Last week: You were the editor
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After this lecture, you should  be able to:

1. Spot language and labels that distinguish reporting from 

opinion journalism.

2. Cite examples that illustrate the value of opinion 

journalism.

3. Understand differences between historical and modern 

opinion journalism.

4. Distinguish between opinion journalism and “mere 

assertion.”

10 questions

80 minutes

IN RECITATION THIS WEEK

Test No. 1

Opinion journalists go where

reporters dare not tread

007.WMV
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Daniel Patrick Moynihan,

former UN ambassador and

four-term U.S. senator

from New York

Journalism, opinion journalism 

and mere assertion:

What’s reliable and what is not

Everyone is entitled to 

his own opinion, 

but not his  own facts.

Journalism, opinion journalism 

and mere assertion:

What’s reliable and what is not

What is opinion doing in the

Journalism neighborhood?

From SPJ’s Code of Ethics:

Distinguish between advocacy and news reporting. 

Analysis and commentary should be labeled and not

misrepresent fact or context.

Deny favored treatment to advertisers and special interests

and resist their pressure to influence news coverage.

Remain free of associations and activities that may

compromise integrity or damage credibility.

It’s  still  about  VIA

“Analysis and commentary should be labeled and not 

misrepresent fact or context.”

“Deny favored treatment to advertisers and special interests … 

(and) remain free of associations and activities that may 

compromise integrity or damage credibility.”

“Analysis and commentary should be labeled and not 

misrepresent fact or context.”

VERIFICATION

INDEPENDENCE

ACCOUNTABILITY
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Timely information about a subject of some 

public interest that is shared and subject to 

the journalistic process of verification by an 

independent organization that is accountable. 

Opinion is a view, 

a judgment, or an 

appraisal formed in the mind 

about a particular matter. 

Definition of assertion

.

Something that is stated positively,

often with no support

or attempt at proof. 

News reports often include

the opinions of experts, participants 

or witnesses.

That is not what we mean by

“opinion journalism.”
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This Is NOT opinion journalism:
Quoting observers’ opinions about events

Alexander Hamilton starts the New York Post 

and attacks Thomas Jefferson

A brief history of opinion journalism

Mass-market publishing: 

Newspapers profit by attracting a wide variety

of readers and advertisers

Rise of the nonpartisan press

Labeled editorializing

Go 
West, 
young 
man!

And keep 

those opinions 

off the news 

pages.

The opinion

quarantine
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Columns

The opinion

quarantine
An opinion quarantine on TV?

What happens when lines blur?

Is partisan cable TV news

inheriting  the role of

Hamilton-era newsletters?

An opinion niche
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Some journalists consider

assertion-driven cable news 

shows unethical

From the Code of Ethics:  

 Distinguish between advocacy and news reporting. 

Analysis and commentary should be labeled and not misrepresent

fact or context.

 Deny favored treatment to advertisers and special interests and 

resist their pressure to influence news coverage.

 Remain free of associations and activities that may compromise

integrity or damage credibility.

Independence    Neutrality

Affiliation
(Religion & Politics)

Affection
(Lovers, Family & Friends)

Education 
(Training & Experience)

Funding
(Assets & Income)

Independence    Neutrality
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“Think twice”

A silent minute

to absorb 

the material

Four questions
1. How do you tell the difference between straight 

news reporting and opinion journalism?

2. Why should you care which is which?

3. What is the value of opinion journalism?

4. How do you tell the difference between 

opinion journalism and mere

partisan assertion?

Question 1
How do you tell the difference between 

news reporting and opinion journalism? CNN.IRAN.REPORT.WMV
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ZAKARIA.IRAN.OPINION.WMV 

The language of persuasion

 First-person declarations

 Exaggeration 

 Emotionally loaded words

 Tone (sarcasm, irony)

 Parody’s poison pen

DIFFERENTIATING REPORTING 

FROM OPINION JOURNALISM

First-person

declarations 

(“I …”)

THE LANGUAGE OF PERSUASION

Tone: Sarcasm and irony

“Writing in the Harvard Crimson (newspaper) 

editorialist Sandra Korn wants to stop academic 

research and opinion contained in that research with 

which she disagrees. She just wants justice. And of 

course that justice would be imposed by Sandra 

Korn who apparently knows all…Harvard 

University is about as left wing as it gets.” 

THE LANGUAGE OF PERSUASION
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Exaggeration/ Superlatives

“Writing in the Harvard Crimson (newspaper) 

editorialist Sandra Korn wants to stop academic 

research and opinion contained in that research with 

which she disagrees. She just wants justice. And of 

course that justice would be imposed by Sandra 

Korn who apparently knows all…Harvard 

University is about as left wing as it gets.” 

THE LANGUAGE OF PERSUASION

Parody’s poison pen

THE LANGUAGE OF PERSUASION

A live test

DIFFERENTIATING REPORTING 

FROM OPINION JOURNALISM

TVspectrum.wmv
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Look for labels

DIFFERENTIATING REPORTING 

FROM OPINION JOURNALISM

Ethical newsrooms

label opinion

DIFFERENTIATING REPORTING 

FROM OPINION JOURNALISM

Ethical newsrooms

label opinion

DIFFERENTIATING REPORTING 

FROM OPINION JOURNALISM

Ethical newsrooms 

label opinion 

DIFFERENTIATING REPORTING 

FROM OPINION JOURNALISM
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Ethical newsrooms

label opinion

DIFFERENTIATING REPORTING 

FROM OPINION JOURNALISM

The review

FORMS OF OPINION JOURNALISM

The editorial

FORMS OF OPINION JOURNALISM

The column

FORMS OF OPINION JOURNALISM
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The letter

FORMS OF OPINION JOURNALISM

The visual equivalent of exaggeration, 

satire, irony and parody is caricature

The political cartoon

FORMS OF OPINION JOURNALISM

The goal of news reporting is to tell you 

what happened.

The goal of opinion journalism is to shape

the way you view what happened – and

what you do about it .

Question 2
Why should you care

which is which?

Opinion

News
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A virtual “wall” protects

the credibility of neutral reporting

In print, online, a paper like the New 

York Times physically separates news 

coverage from opinion writing, AND 

those writers are also segregated in the 

building.

News 

Reporting

Opinion 

Journalism

Newsday readers looked at the Shoreham 

nuclear power plant in two ways

The separation of ‘church’ and ‘state’

What happens when you cross the wall

Do news
consumers
see where
news stops
and opinion
begins?
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Most viewed, 

Most shared, 

Most tweeted

Top 10 news websites

 Gives you new insights

 Challenges your assumptions

 Helps you make a decision or judgment

 American democracy’s premise: An open 

contest among ideas is vital to 

democratic self-governance

Question 3
What is the value

of opinion journalism? “The ultimate good 

desired is better 

reached by free trade 

in ideas …”

− Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
Dissent in Abrams v. 250 U.S. 616 (1919)

What is  the value

of opinion journalism?
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 You are well-informed

 You are open-minded

 You are active, 

not passive

Opinion journalism

is valuable when . . .

Question 4
How do you tell apart 

opinion journalism 

and partisan assertion?

Opinion journalism

or mere assertion?

Geraldo1.wmv
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The Quick Quiz

1. What two kinds of clues help you 
distinguish opinion journalism from 
reporting?

2. What does Moynihan’s Maxim say 
about fact and opinion?

3. Write a question we can answer to 
clarify today’s lesson … or a 
comment that will help us improve 
our work.

EMAIL OR HAND THE ANSWERS
TO YOUR RECITATION INSTRUCTOR

hus endeth the Lesson…

Bloviators Opinion

Journalists

Evidence “I am America’s truth 

detector…the all-knowing, 

all-sensing, all-everything 

Maha Rushie”

“Everyone is entitled to his 

own opinions, but not his  

own facts.”

Logic Practitioners accept 

fallacy-prone arguments:

ad-hominem, appeals to 

authority, guilt by association

Practitioners attack 

fallacious arguments based 

on ad-hominem attacks, 

appeals to authority, guilt 

by association.

Audience Audience is rarely 

outraged by 

practitioner’s 

conclusions

Audience is often 

outraged by 

practitioner’s 

conclusions.
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Opinion Journalism or Mere Assertion?

Moyers_Inequality.mov

UncleRush.wmv

Opinion Journalism or Mere Assertion?

The Logic (and Illogic) of Persuasion

Cognitive dissonance

I think Democrats help the poor.

Democrats voted to end welfare.

Welfare must be bad for the poor.

Why is it difficult for us to hold two

contradictory beliefs simultaneously?

Sleeper effect

I remember hearing last month

that the Democrats will raise taxes.

(I forgot that I heard that in a TV ad.)

Why are people more likely to recall

the message and forget the source?

Confirmation bias

I am certain that Republicans would

make America safer than Democrats.

I found an article that supports this.

Why do we have a tendency to seek

out that which confirms our beliefs?

Framing

I am not in favor of tax increases.

But the idea of a ‘temporary refund

adjustment’ makes a lot of sense.

Why do we draw different conclusions

based on how something is presented?

Begging the question

If publishing secrets wasn’t illegal,

then they would not be prohibited.

That is why we cannot publish secrets.

Why is publishing secrets prohibited

and illegal to begin with?

Quoting out of context

According to President Obama’s own

words, his propsal will significantly

“raise taxes” for small businesses.

Why is only a very small part of what

President Obama said quoted?

Slippery slope

If it is okay to censor some news,

then inevitably governments will 

wind up censoring all news.

Why does a first small step inevitably

lead to a significant consequence?

Straw-man argument

We must limit the press during war,

otherwise we will be totally exposed

to attack from our enemies.

How does this exaggerated position

relate to the argument at hand?

Bandwagon fallacy

No other newspapers published it.

Therefore we conclude that it 

must not be worth publishing.

Why should popularity be a good

reason to do or not do something?

Appeal to authority

We cannot publish secret documents.

Ten experts agree it is illegal.

Therefore it must be illegal.

Why should we trust the advice of

“experts” without further scrutiny?

Ad hominem

No one should support the tax plan

proposed by the governor.

After all, he is accused of tax fraud.

Why should a personal attack negate

the arguments for the proposal?

Guilt by association

We should not trust tax proposals if

they are supported by Republicans.

A lot of Republicans are rich.

Why should a person’s memberships 

affect the merits of their argument?

Affirming the consequent

If it is illegal, no one will publish it.

No one has published it.

Therefore it must be illegal.

What other reasons might explain

why no one has published it?

The “fallacy” fallacy

We shouldn’t publish it if it is illegal.

It is not illegal.

Therefore we should publish it.

Why is disproving a faulty argument

not a reason to do something?

Existential fallacy

All conspiracies are hard to verify.

Therefore some news stories that

are hard to verify are conspiracies.

What other reasons might make it

difficult to verify a news story?

Denying the antecedant

If it is illegal, no one will publish it.

It is not illegal.

Therefore someone will publish it.

What other reasons might explain

why no one has published it?

Logical Fallacies Misconceptions

Red HerringsCognitive Biases
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Top 10 Blogs

VIA


